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Elucidation of scientific theories through a systemtheoretical meta-theory
Gerben J. Stavenga
ABSTRACT
This paper demonstrates that scientific theories can be elucidated by a systemtheoretical meta-theory. Scientific theories can reveal the basic structures of the
systems in their field but they cannot explain them fully. For the basic structures of
systems arise from the systemic nature of those systems and therefore can only be
comprehended by a system theory and not by discipline-specific methods. That is why
a complete understanding of scientific theories requires a system theory. The system
theory needed should be a theory of the qualitatively different relations possible
between systems, because it is precisely the nature of those relations that determines
the basic structures of systems. That this meta-theory, the theory of the four
fundamental system relations with their ontological, epistemological and
developmental implications can indeed provide an elucidation of scientific theories is
first indicated by means of a concise survey of the results of applications in the field
of theoretical physics and fundamental biology, and then demonstrated more in detail
by an analysis of a specific social theory.
Key words: system theory; system relations; scientific theories; developmental
theories; social theories.
1. Introduction
In almost all areas of reality, we are dealing with systems. No matter what the
sciences research – material things, organisms, people or societies – they are all
systems, i.e. ordered wholes that consist of a set of interrelated elements. It is the task
of each individual science to uncover of its specific systems the properties and
structures and to develop theories to understand how these are connected. In addition
to the specific properties, the investigated systems also have general basic system
characteristics that result from the systemic nature as such. These general system
characteristics are the basic structures of the systems concerned because they
determine, in a basic way, the nature of the specific properties of the systems. A
theory that is developed by a discipline and adequately describes the systems in a
certain domain will also implicitly reveal the basic structure of those systems. It will
make that basic structure and its implications visible, but not more because those
basic characteristics result from the systemic nature as such and therefore cannot be
understood by the specific methods of the discipline. Based on the empirical material,
this discipline can show that the systems concerned apparently have a certain basic
structure, but not why.1 So, the systemic nature of scientific research objects
necessarily means that there are basic matters that fall outside the specific methods of
the disciplines concerned. Therefore those matters require for full understanding a
system theory. Because a basic structure determines the nature of the specific
properties of the systems, it also determines the nature of the theory that describes and
explains the properties and phenomena concerned. This means that a system theory is
needed as a meta-theory to gain fundamental insight into the theories developed by
science.
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The system theory needed must be a theory of system relations because the
relations between systems are crucial. The presence of relations is not a secondary
matter but a central and crucial feature of systems. Not only does any system have
relations with other systems – for otherwise it could not even be known – but it turns
out (as will be shown further on) that it is precisely the different nature of these
relations which determines different basic structures of the systems concerned.
Therefore, the theory of the fundamental system relations with their ontological and
epistemological implications is of crucial importance to gain insight into the basic
structures of systems and hence into the scientific theories developed for them. This
applies in principle to all areas of reality in which we are dealing with systems.
Aim of this paper is to investigate the fruitfulness of this programme by an
application of the meta-theory especially in the field of social theories. To this end
first, in section 2, a summary is given of the theory of the four fundamental system
relations, the hard core of this meta-theoretical research programme (elaborated in
detail in Stavenga, 2006). To see how this meta-theory has already been fruitfully
applied in some domains of reality and has led to new insights in section 3 a concise
survey is given of elaborated applications. 2 Presented are summaries of these
applications with some improvements and new outcomes. Next, the possibility to
apply the meta-theory to theories of societies is researched in section 4. The paper
ends in section 5 with concluding remarks on this research programme and its relation
to scientific research and philosophical analysis.
2. Summary of the theory of the four fundamental system relations
Between two conceptually distinct systems only four qualitatively different relations
can exist. This follows from the principles of set theory. According to elementary set
theory, between two arbitrary sets only a few different relations can exist. 3 Applied to
systems this yields four qualitatively different possibilities:
R0 The systems have no elements in common; they are in principle completely
independent systems.
R1 The systems have common boundary elements; by that mutual contact they
are indissolubly externally linked.
R2 The systems overlap partially; by a common subsystem they partly
participate internally in each other.
R3 One of the two systems is completely and indissolubly a subsystem of the
other; it participates in the other completely.4
These four fundamental system relations, simple in themselves, have far-reaching
ontological implications. Because systems are not only sets of elements but integrated
wholes the entire structure of a system is necessarily stamped by the manner in which
and the degree to which such a system is related to or participates in another system.
Hence, to each relation corresponds a specific ontological structure of the systems
concerned. There are four fundamental relations and, therefore, in principle there are
also four ontological structures, fundamentally different from each other.
The four system relations also possess epistemological implications. If one of
the two systems should be a cognitive system, i.e. a system possessing the capability
of recording an effect resulting from the contact with another system, it can be
regarded as the epistemic subject system. The other system, then, is the object system.
So, such a relation has the character of a subject-object relation. It follows from the
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basic fact of the four fundamental system relations that in principle there are four
qualitatively different subject-object relations.
The theory of the four system relations with their ontological and
epistemological implications shows the basic possibilities. The theory gives the
system-theoretical conditions which any system has to fulfil. Regardless of what
systems we are facing (material things, organisms, individual people or societies), in
all their different situations and possible developments we can only encounter these
four possible relations and their corresponding qualitatively different ontological (and
epistemological) basic structures, of course always in a specific manifestation
determined by the nature of those systems. In conclusion, the basic structures of what
we find in the fields of the sciences must be understandable by means of this systemstheoretical meta-theory.
3. A concise survey of some applications
To see how the meta-theory can be applied in quite different domains of the sciences
and that an application of this theory can lead to important new scientific insights, I
give a concise survey of some examples of elaborated applications.
1. The basic structures of physical systems.
The fruitfulness of this meta-theoretical research programme can easily be shown
when applied to the domain of the systems studied in physics. An analysis of classical
physics (CP), (special and general) relativity theory (RT) and quantum theory (QT)
reveals that in each of these fundamental physical theories a different epistemological
relation is crucial. This is due to the fact that in RT and QT two different aspects of
information acquisition, signal transmission and measuring interaction (negligible in
CP) play a central role. In RT the finite signal velocity is crucial and in QT the
quantum of action. Therefore the measuring results are in RT essentially relative to
the measuring system and in QT (partly) determined by the specific experimental
situation. That implies that in the contexts of RT and QT instrument and object are (in
different ways) indissolubly linked. That is why we are dealing in CP, RT and QT
with three different instrument-object relations. These relations appear to be special
cases of the general system relations R0, R1 and R2 (see Stavenga 2006).
These three system relations and their concomitant ontological basic structures
are essentially different. That implies that it is not possible to unite CP, RT and QT in
the conceptual framework of one physical theory. Therefore all efforts to unite the
fundamental theories RT and QT in a unified theory must necessarily fail. Not a
unification but combinations of the different theories (especially of RT and QT) are
required, to understand physical systems that are simultaneously involved in different
relations.5 As this system-theoretical analysis shows, a kind of unification of these
theories is accomplished namely in a specific sense, in the one conceptual framework
of the meta-theory.
An almost generally accepted basic presupposition among physicists is, that
the aim of physics should be to find more and more encompassing theories and at last
a unified6, final7 theory. This presupposition plays an important role in physical
research programmes. The previous analysis implies that this idea, though it can be
useful in limited domains, is wrong concerning the fundamental physical theories.
Therefore, this presupposition must be an important cause of stagnation in theoretical
physics.8
Moreover, an analysis of the central characteristics of elementary particles
measurements (the tracks in a cloud, bubble or spark chamber), reveals that at the
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most fundamental level of matter the recording process must be crucial. Because the
measurement of a particular particle is essentially unrepeatable all information of this
particle must be derived from the track that results from this specific recoding
process. Therefore the recording process, this third aspect of information acquisition,
negligible in the theories CP, RT and QT, must be crucial in an adequate particle
theory. Because in these measurements the measured system (the particular particle)
is totally involved in the measuring process we are dealing at this level with a
different and new instrument-object relation, namely R3. Therefore we here encounter
a different ontological structure too, a fourth basic structure of physical reality. 9 The
theory of the four system relations thus leads to the conjecture that a novel theory is
required which should reveal this fourth distinct basic structure and thus probably
explains hitherto not understood properties like the masses of particles, charge, and
the connection between matter and space-time. Because the recording process is
crucial the increase of entropy due to the irreversible measuring process (not relevant
in the time-symmetrical theories of CP, RT and QT) must play a central role in that
theory. The fourth basic structure is a distinct ontological structure and therefore the
theory to be developed will be in essence independent of RT and QT (just like QT
essentially is a non-relativistic theory). In its mathematical-physical structure the new
theory will have to express the exceptional epistemological relation R3. It is a matter
of course that, once that theory exists, again combinations with other theories
(especially those based on QT) must be created to understand all particle properties.
So, because the theory of the four fundamental system relations implies that
there can be different ontological structures, this meta-theory explains that there are
different fundamental theories (each crucial in a specific domain of physical reality).
Thus it answers the question of physicists (e.g. Weinberg) about the existence of these
different theories.10 In addition this meta-theory leads, as we have seen, morality, to
an important new conjecture.
2. The basic structures of macroscopic living beings.
The meta-theory, this specific system theory, can also be applied to systems in quite a
different domain of reality, namely in the domain of macroscopic living beings.
Crucial in this context is the relation between a living system and a surroundingssystem that is created by the system’s cognitive activity. The question now is: can the
basic structures of plants, animals and human beings – as e.g. described and analysed
by Plessner in his theory of the stages of the organic (see Plessner, 1975) – be
explained, i.e. deduced from the theory of the four fundamental system relations? I
concisely summarise the central results of the deductions (Stavenga 2006, p. 129132). The basic structure of a plant is completely determined by the relation R1,
because (as stressed by Plessner) the boundary of the system with its surroundings is
crucial. The basic structure of an animal is determined by the extra relation R2, for by
a central nervous subsystem a surroundings-system can partly enter inside the system.
The basic structure of a human being is determined by the extra relation R3, for by the
language capability of the system, a surroundings-system can be incorporated
completely inside the system. So it appears that the theory of the four system relations
explains why there are precisely the three stages of the organic as analysed by
Plessner; thus three categories of macroscopic living beings and hence a total of four
worlds: non-living objects, plants, animals and human beings. In their basic structures
they are determined by the four relations R0, R1, R2 and R3.
By these analyses it is clear what the crucial difference is between animals and
human beings. Contemporary scientists and philosophers often relativize that
difference by saying that one can find all kinds of properties of humans (use of tools,
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morality, etc.) with animals as well (De Waal, 2006). We now see that the crucial
difference is not one of those properties and not even language as such, but the
capacity to realize with its surroundings the fundamental relation R3 (with language
as the necessary condition). This is a distinct capacity of the system and therefore the
system can focus it on the system itself too. That means that the system can represent
inside the system the (whole) system itself. So, self-consciousness is a consequence of
this capacity to realize the relation R3.
This insight leads to the conjecture that it should be possible to create nonorganic self-conscious systems.11 To actualize this, it is clearly not sufficient to add
simply more computer power and new algorithms to a material system. The given
analysis implies that consciousness and self-consciousness in a material system are
only possible if such a system has a specific basic structure, namely a structure that
can realize and maintain the fundamental relations R2 and R3.
3. The basic stages of developing systems.
The meta-theory can also be applied to systems undergoing a development. For the
four fundamental system relations not only possess ontological and epistemological
implications but development-theoretical ones as well. (Stavenga, 2006, p.126). If a
development of a system is such that the relation to other systems changes
qualitatively, this is necessarily accompanied by a change of the system's structure.
Because only four qualitatively different relations and corresponding structures can
exist, systems undergoing a development (with relation changes) can have no more
than four basic stages of development.
This conclusion must have general validity. Human development constitutes a
simple example. At each stage in the development of a growing human being, the
special nature of the child's relation with its mother is all-determining. The four stages
are: embryo, suckling child, still dependent child, and the adult human being having
reached independence. So the development clearly runs from R3 by way of R2 and
R1 to R0. In humans, this development is accompanied by a psychological and
cognitive development in corresponding stages. These stages are addressed in
developmental theories, as e.g. by Piaget. The number and nature of the stages are
thus determined by the system logic (the four fundamental relations), while the
dynamic (i.e. that which propels the development) in this case is determined by
natural growth.12
The stage of complete independence (R0) is not necessarily the end of the
development. From that stage on, complex systems can undergo a new development
because they can be simultaneously involved in different relations. The adult human
being can, because of its mental capabilities, enter into new relations and thus achieve
a novel development. Based on and retaining their existence as an independent being
(determined by the relation R0) adult human beings can experience, in appropriate
contexts, not only the relation R0, but also in a new way the reality of the relations
R1, R2 and R3, namely when they are increasingly intensely involved with people
and the world around them. For adult human beings this implies four fundamentally
different possibilities of existence. These have been particularly described and
researched by Kierkegaard in his theory of the four stages, the four existence
possibilities.13
So, understanding the development-theoretical implications of the four system
relations makes it possible to grasp the nature and number of the developmental
stages in many fields. Hence this system theory can contribute in an essential manner
to the philosophy of development as a foundational analysis of developmental
theories.
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All the discussed examples show that the systems-theoretical principles of the
four fundamental system relations, simple in themselves but with far-reaching
ontological, epistemological and development-theoretical implications, can indeed
clarify fundamental matters in all kinds of fields. In the mentioned fields (of physical
systems, living beings and human developments), very different from each other, we
find precisely four possible relations, structures or stages. From the theory of system
relations it follows that necessarily this must be so. In all those fields we are dealing
with systems. Therefore, reality cannot be otherwise.
4. The basic structures of societies
The theory of the four system relations seems applicable to the domain of human
societies too, because societies are systems in which different system relations play a
crucial role. People always live in a certain context. They have a relation with the
group, community or society to which they belong. The relation people have with one
another and with society as a whole is not only material but also, and especially,
spiritual. The nature of such a relation therefore also determines their specific
structure of consciousness. Therefore the elements the people may have in common in
the relations with each other have a mentally character.
The question now is whether and how the meta-theory applies to this domain
and could clarify fundamental issues. In general, a collection of similar systems can
be a system in itself. The structure of such a total system is essentially determined by
the mutual relations between the individual systems. As far as these mutual relations
are concerned, there is only a limited number of qualitatively different possibilities, as
we have seen, the four fundamental system relations. Therefore systems that consist
of a collection of similar systems can only have four different basic structures too. So,
the possible relations R0, R1, R2 and R3 between the individual systems determine
not only the basic structure of the individual systems themselves but also the basic
structure of the total system.
With regard to the relation between an individual system and the whole
collection, the matter is more complicated. The total system is a different type of
system than the individual systems that it is made up of. For, while the elements of the
total system are the individual people, an individual system (e.g. a human being)
consists of entirely different elements. The individual system and the total system,
therefore, have in this sense no elements in common. They are quite disparate systems
and therefore the fundamental system relations do not apply in this situation. This is
also the reason why, although an individual system is fully encompassed by the
overall system and participates in it, we are usually not dealing there with the system
relation R3. Nonetheless, the relations between individual and total system are, albeit
indirectly, also determined by the four fundamental system relations. For, every
individual is in a relation to the whole system through the relations between the
individual systems. Therefore, the nature of these mutual relations – one of the four
fundamental system relations – also determines the nature of the relation between
individual and total system. For example, in feudal society, the bond between each
individual and the whole society is similar to the specific mutual bond between people
in such a feudal society (in fact the relation R1 as we will see later). The same applies
to a purely capitalist society. The only relations there are market contacts, which can
be broken whenever suitable.14 The relations within, and hence also to, a capitalist
society are, therefore, R0 relations. So in general, although the relations between an
individual system and the total system are, strictly speaking, not the fundamental
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system relations, indirectly they are determined by these relations. Therefore, only
four qualitatively different relations are possible between the individual and the total
system and these have the same character as the fundamental system relations.
This analysis also has consequences for the development of such systems. If
the individual systems should undergo a development that changes the nature of the
mutual relations, the total system will also undergo a structural change. Conversely,
each individual system is highly dependent on the development of the whole
collection of which it is part. The development of the individual systems and the
overall system are, therefore, directly connected. So, in principle four fundamental
forms of society are possible. Which one we are dealing with in a concrete situation is
evident from the way in which the relations between people manifest themselves
through all kinds of cultural expressions. Because only four qualitatively different
basic forms can exist, it is to be expected that we will find not more than four
fundamental stages of development in societies.
The four basic structures that are possible in principle will not or rarely be
found in a pure form. This will only be the case in homogeneous group situations.
However, societies are usually highly complex systems. They consist of several
groups, and the people who are part of them are almost always connected to others in
different (often changing) relations. Yet even in such complex situations it is
important to realise that, concerning the (sub)groups people belong to, only four basic
relations and structures are possible. Often they will exist simultaneously.
The complexity of societies makes it difficult for scientific researchers to
identify what the essential structure of a society is in a given period. Phenomena
which are essential characteristics to one researcher, may be seen by others as only a
substructure, or may be considered as residues from a previous period. Because of this
complexity, historians warn against the simple characterizations that are sometimes
given of societies in a certain period. Scientific research and philosophical
considerations have, therefore, so far failed to produce generally accepted theories.
Therefore, we come across all kinds of social theories, and also different models or
stages of development, sometimes only two15, but also quite often three16. That the
theory of system relations can still clarify existing social theories, even if they are not
generally accepted, I will now briefly demonstrate by way of a particular theory.
In 1846 Marx and Engels wrote Die deutsche Ideologie 17 in which they set
out, for the first time, the basic ideas of historical materialism, a theory about the
development of society and the fundamental stages that occur in it.18 They outline the
different stages of development of the division of labour and hence of ownership
relations. With Marx and Engels, all emphasis is on ownership. From this perspective,
the relations between the individual people and the relation with society as a whole
are described. Historical materialism generally sees the primal society as the first
stage in the development of mankind. There is no division of labour yet, there are no
classes and, therefore, there is no class struggle. In their view, the ongoing
development of the productive forces first brings about a transition from a primal
society to a slave society, then a transition to a feudal society and then to the
capitalist society.19 The basic structures of these (ideal-typical) stages can be
explained, i.e. deduced from the theory of the four system relations, as follows.
R3. In a society determined by this relation each individual is totally
dependent, in equal measure, on the whole community, including concerning
ownership. The community determines all of his being, both that he is and what he is.
In this primal society, there is no division of labour yet.
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R2. A human being, in a society determined by this relation, lives in unity
with the tribe or group to which he belongs. He is not only materially but also
internally dependent on it. This means that the group essentially determines his selfunderstanding and the idea who is considered to be human. Therefore, someone who
is not considered to be part of the group falls outside being really human and is,
therefore, no more than something to be used by the group. Slavery is, therefore,
characteristic of the basic structure of this society.
R1. Although in this society a person does have a certain internal
independence, through R1 relations he is inextricably linked with other individuals
and thus with society as a whole. His behaviour is determined by the relations in
which he is involved and thus by his fixed place in the whole of family, working
relations (guild) and class. In particular, this dependency relation applies to serfs. This
structure is typical of a feudal society.
R0. In this society, every human being is, as it were, a distinct atomic
individual. He belongs to society, but the relations with others and with society as a
whole are, as mentioned earlier, market contacts that can easily be broken. In the first
three cases, an individual is, according to the three relations R3, R2 and R1, to
varying degrees inextricably bound to the community to which he belongs. But in a
(pure) capitalist society there are, according to the relation R0, no longer any intrinsic
relations between the individuals themselves and, therefore, also no longer between
the individual and the society.
If this analysis is correct, the system theory clarifies the four developmental
stages distinguished by the social theory of historical materialism. 20 So we see that the
four stages of society are determined, in terms of nature and number, by the system
logic, while the dynamic, according to Marx, stems from the change of the production
forces and hence of the interpersonal relations.
Marx and Engels emphasized that capitalism cannot be the end of the
development of society, if only because of its alienating and inhuman character. They
argued that there must necessarily be a transition to a next, fifth stage, to the classless
society in which the socialisation of the means of production has eliminated all
alienation. Now it is well known that many objections are raised against the theory of
Marx and Engels21. But a more fundamental objection that follows from the system
theory is, that a further development of society such as Marx and Engels had in mind
cannot be a real possibility. According to the theory of the four relations, in principle
there can be only four structures and stages. So, there can be no question of a fifth
stage in line with the four stages.
However, this does not mean that the last stage of modern society (determined
by R0) should be the end of the development as Marx and Engels described it. On the
contrary: the general theory of the four system relations shows an entirely different
possibility with regard to further development. We have seen before (in section 3.3
discussing the developmental stages of adult humans), that complex systems, from the
stage determined by R0 onwards, can undergo a new development. Departing from
the R0 structure (and retaining its essential characteristics), the reality of the other
three relations can manifest themselves in a new way.
So, the theory of system relations, this metatheoretical research programme,
not only clarifies and assesses historical materialism, it also generates a specific
conjecture. This concerns a theory of society that describes the further development of
capitalist society as a development in stages in which, while retaining essential
characteristics of modern capitalist society, the relations R1, R2 and R3 and
associated structures can successively appear in a new way. Indeed, the development
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of the world in the last hundred twenty years seems to confirm this. The dynamics of
capitalist society (as a result of the development of science, technology, economics
and, above all, new means of communication) have radically changed the
interrelations between people and between nations, resulting in fundamental changes
in societal structures. People, but also nation states, are inevitably becoming
increasingly involved with each other worldwide.22 In this way, the theory of the four
system relations suggests further research for a theory concerning the development of
(western) society in the last century, a theory that can adequately describe and explain
the developmental stages of the world society, with its regressions, the two world
wars as transition-crises, and the serious global problems and dangers mankind is
facing in our time.
5. Concluding remarks
As argued in this paper and illustrated by several examples, a full understanding of
scientific theories requires the system-theoretical meta-theory. Of course, this theory
can only function when scientific theories and in addition philosophical foundational
research have made the basic structures of the systems concerned visible. But then the
system theory can elucidate these basic structures and thus also the scientific theories.
The discussed examples made it clear that this system-theoretical research
programme not only tries to explain and clarify known matters in science, but also
does what ought to be expected from a proper research programme: it makes risky
predictions, it proposes conjectures, it opens up new possibilities for scientific
research. The hard core of this research programme is the theory of the four
fundamental system relations. This theory itself rests on a few fundamental settheoretical principles.
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NOTES
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Concerning physical systems this is expressed by Steven Weinberg as follows: “Why does nature obey the principles
of relativity and quantum mechanics? Sorry – these questions are still unanswered” (Weinberg, 1993, p. 19). See also S.
Weinberg, 'A Designer Universe?', The New York Review of Books, October 21, 1999, p. 46: “We will still be left with
the question 'why?' Why this theory, rather than some other theory? For example, why is the world described by
quantum mechanics? Quantum mechanics is the one part of our present physics that is likely to survive intact in any
future theory, but there is nothing logically inevitable about quantum mechanics; I can imagine a universe governed by
Newtonian mechanics instead. So there seems to be an irreducible mystery that science will not eliminate.”
2
These applications are mainly elaborated in Stavenga 1983, 1991 and 2006.
3
The first to analyse these relations explicitly were the mathematicians Euler and Gergonne. In 1816, in his logical
studies, Gergonne analysed the different ways in which two classes may be related. See e.g. W. Kneale and M. Kneale,
1968, p. 349-351.
4
It should be clear that the system relation R3 is not the relation of a system that only is inside another system. Nor is
R3 the relation between an organ (e.g. a heart) inside a body, since such an organ is not a distinct system, for its
organization is only to function inside the encompassing system. An example of the relation R3 between two distinct
systems is the relation lying at the origin of every human being: that of an embryo in the mother's body.
5
QT, developed in 1925/26 (by Schrödinger among others), is a non-relativistic theory (after relativistic attempts in
early quantum theory). It was only afterwards that relativistic quantum theories (e.g. by Dirac) came into being, i.e.
combinations of QT and RT.
6
See A. Pais, 1982, Ch. 26 “Einstein’s Vision”. Einstein expressed his own doubt in 1940: “The theory of relativity and
the quantum theory (..) seem little adapted to fusion into one unified theory”. (p. 467).
7
Cf. Weinberg (1993); Dreams of a final theory.
8
Cf. L. Smolin, 2007. He remarks: “Why, despite so many efforts by thousands of the most talented and well-trained
scientists, has fundamental physics made so little progress in the last twenty-five years?” (Introduction and spec. p. 261263).
9
For detailed analyses, see my paper "The fourth structure of physical reality", (Stavenga 1983); and my book, 1991,
Chapter IV (pp. 47-68): "Records of elementary particles and the development of physics". See also Stavenga 2006, p.
124-126.
10
See note 1.
11
This has been suggested by Plessner too, based on his analysis of the basic structure of human beings. Plessner, 1975,
p. 293.
12
Cf. W. van Haaften, M. Korthals, T. Wren, 1997. These philosophers of development introduce a number of
distinctions, e.g. between "the logic" and "the dynamic" of a developmental theory. In themselves, these distinctions are
useful, but the foundational investigations of these philosophers do not yield much. It does not become clear, for
example, why in the discussed domains reality should be as it is, i.e. why we should be faced with the specific stages
there.
13
On the basis of his study of man’s concrete existence in relation to the world, Kierkegaard (1813-1855) concluded
that there are for the adult human being four possible stages, four fundamentally different possibilities of existence. For
a summary of these four stages, see his main work Concluding Unscientific Postscript to Philosophical Fragments
(1846), Princeton U.P. 1992, p. 571-573. I have analysed the four stages that Kierkegaard distinguishes, in my book
1991, Ch. VII. §4, p. 132-143.
14
Cf. Marx: "The bourgeoisie has destroyed all feudal, familial, idyllic relations". K. Marx, Das Kommunistisch
Manifest (1848), in Die Frühschriften, (1971, Ed. Landshut Stuttgart), p. 527, 544.
15
Some sociologists, following in the footsteps of Tönnies (1855-1936), have analysed societies in terms of
“Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft” (1887).
16
Three models are found, for example, in the system theory of the sociologist Luhmann (1927-1998). He distinguishes
primitive, medieval and modern societies. See N. Luhmann, Gesellschaftsstruktur und Semantik, III, Suhrkamp,
Frankfurt a.M., 1989, p. 149-258.
17
This work was published after their deaths. It is included in the bundle Die Frühschriften (1971).
18
This theory of history in fact was given its name "historical materialism" after the death of Marx, by Engels.
19
See Frühschriften, p. 414. Also see Karl Marx, Zur Kritik der politischen Ökonomie, (1859), Vorwort; Marx-EngelsWerke (MEW) 13, p. 8.
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